
Dsp  Homework No. 2 

Solve the following problems for your own training: 

Ch 5: 

1-2-4-6-8-9-11-12-13-15-17-19-20-21-28-30-36-37-39-40 

Ch 6: 

1-2-3-4-6-7-9-10-11-12-14-16-20-23-24-25-27-30 

Ch 8: 

1-2-3-4-5-6-10-11-12-14-15-21-23-25-26-27-31-32-37 

Ch 9: 

1-3-4-5-6-7-13-14-16-21-23 

Solve the following problem and deliver to teacher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1-Let   x[n]=(0.7)nu[n].samples its z transform on unit circle for N=5,10 and 

15 and study it’s effect on time domain signal. 

2-Let   x[n]=cos(.48  )+cos(.58  n) .Find and plot its spectrum(fourier 

coeff) for   

a) 0≤n≤10 

b) 0≤n≤100 

c) Write it’s matlab program 

3-Let       n  {
           
                     

      

a) compute the DTF  x(   ) and plot its mag and phase. 

b) Write it’s matlab program. 

4-Let    1[n] [1 2 5]  and  2[n] [5 4 1 2 6]. Compute it’s circular 

convolution. 

5-Let   n  n+1  for  0≤n≤9  and  h n  [ 2 -1 1]. Comput y[n] by 

a) Overlap add method 

b) Overlap save method 

Write a matlab program to compute two method for any  signals. 

6-Let x[n] be a finite arbitrary sequence with N=10,45,102 and 195 point. 

For each  case determine its fft with 32,64,128 and 256 point and then 

recover it with ifft command.describe the difference between them. 

 7-  we have a finite length speech signal. you can create it by recording 

your voice on the PC with sampling rate equal to 16000 sample/sec. and 

it’s duration about 2 sec. 

Now check the command   specgram(x) in matlab. this command draw the 

time- frequency diagram of  x. indeed  it plot  abs(fft(x)) versus time. 

Write a matlab code to compute specgram(x) and draw it. 



8 – you have your picture on your PC.with imread(x) and imshow(x) you 

can load your picture and show it in matlab.now  get fft2  from your picture 

and show it.if you rotate your picture then its fft also will be rotated. Check it 

with matlab. Now prove it mathematically that if we rotate a picture then its 

fft will be rotated.     

9- A picture is saved as a matrix in matlab.load your picture and show it in 

matlab. Now take fft from it and it is also a matrix and you can show it. Now 

in fft matrix change  some rows  and columns to zero periodically and then 

get ifft from it and shoe image.what is the result?why? 

x=imread('f:\aa.jpg');% load your image here 

imshow(x) % color pic 

y=x(:,:,1); %  monochrome pic 

imshow(y)  

z=fft2(y); 

figure,imshow(z) 

k=max(z); 

k=max(max(z)); 

for i=1:25:2592 

for j=1:25:3456 

z(i,j)=k; 

end 

end 

figure,imshow(z) 

k=ifft2(z); 

figure,imshow(k) 



figure,imshow(.1*k) 

figure,imshow(.01*k) 

figure,imshow(.001*k) 


